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This book provides a concise introduction to convex duality in financial mathematics. Convex duality plays
an essential role in dealing with financial problems and involves maximizing concave utility functions and
minimizing convex risk measures. Recently, convex and generalized convex dualities have shown to be
crucial in the process of the dynamic hedging of contingent claims. Common underlying principles and

connections between different perspectives are developed; results are illustrated through graphs and explained
heuristically. This book can be used as a reference and is aimed toward graduate students, researchers and

practitioners in mathematics, finance, economics, and optimization.

In this talk I will survey some of the results that depend on linear algebra cones and convexity in Rn. in
operations research and mathematical finance.

Convex Financial

Relationship among the various properties of RM. Subjects Mathematical Finance qfin.MF Optimization and
Control math.OC. Product Details. Weak and strong duality weak duality d p always holds for convex and
nonconvex problems can be used to find nontrivial lower bounds for difficult problems for example solving
the SDP maximize 1T subject to W diag 0 gives a lower bound for the twoway partitioning problem on page
57 strong duality d p . Convex Duality in Stochastic Optimization and Mathematical Finance. Specifically

given a suitably convex real hypersurface S in complex projective space the locus of affine complex
hyperplanestangent to S form a dual hypersurface S in the dual projective space. In this talk I will survey

some of the results that depend on linear algebra cones and convexity in Rn. Convex duality has long been an
integral part also of mathematical finance but there duality results are often derived ad hoc instead of
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embedding a given problem in a general optimization framework see however Pliska and King where
finitedimensional financial models are treated in the classical linear programming duality framework.
MATHEMATICS SUBJECT. This book provides a concise introduction to convex duality in financial

mathematics. Pennanen Convex Duality in Stochastic Optimization and Mathematical Finance Mathematics
of Operations Research 362 INFORMS 341 are often geared towards attainment of the dual optimum which
requires conditions that often fail to hold in . Skickas inom 1015 vardagar. Alexander duality AlvisCurtis

duality ArtinVerdier duality Betadual space We selected examples using one period multiperiod and dynamic
programming models to emphasize that tools in convex analysis in particular convex duality is indispensable
in dealing with financial problems with different degrees of sophistication. In particular combining certain
finitedimensional techniques from convex analysis with measure theoretic techniques from mathematical
finance we are able to close the duality gap in some. Convex duality and mathematical finance. Here

quasiaffine functions take the place of affine functions.
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